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Take a Deep Breath: Young People are 
Still Fans of Terrestrial Radio 
 

If you ever want to question the future of terrestrial radio, just go to a seminar titled something 
along the lines of “Young People’s Taste in Music Delivery are Changing.” 
 
It will probably take you about 15 minutes before you start to question whether or not radio will even be around in 

ten years. I go to these seminars and hear about how Pandora is taking over the music world. I hear how the vast majority of young people now 
listen to music on their phones. They get to choose their music on Spotify. They don’t care about local news, weather or sports. How can 
terrestrial radio compete? We’re doomed! 
 
At that point I look over to my brother, Ty, and we both just smile and shake our heads. It’s always interesting for us when we get told how 
we listen to music. We know better, but we are curious as to where this is all going, as we are only 20 minutes into an hour-and-a-half long 
session, so it continues. 
 
The audience is told that young people don’t care that these other listening methods are extremely compressed and cause inferior sound quality. 
Supposedly, they don’t notice it. Next we see the big slide showing the latest data. There are lot of down arrows for radio, and a lot of up arrows 
for Pandora, Spotify, and satellite radio. After an hour or so of this, there’s the question and answer session where a few stunned broadcasters 
ask questions with a tremble in their voice, and the rest sit with pained expressions on their faces. Meanwhile, Ty and I go from quiet chuckles to 
disbelief because this is the outlook with which broadcasters are left. 
 
We are biased, of course, towards radio. Although I can’t give you specifics, I know that my brother and I were listening to our family-owned 
stations in the womb. Acknowledging to ourselves that we’re biased, we’ve made it a point to aggressively listen to the other methods and study 
the tendencies of our friends. I’ve come very close to standing up in these seminars and saying what I’m about to write. Hopefully this can give 
folks some perspective from someone who is actually in this demo. 
 
The Buffer 
First of all, have you ever actually used Pandora or Spotify? Let me point out a few frustrations that I, along with Ty and my friends, have had. 
There is nothing more frustrating than buffering. I’ve had my girlfriend, Chelsey, refuse to listen to anything streamed in the car because of 
buffering. I’m not talking about it buffering for the tenth time and she is giving up, I’m talking about it buffering twice. Young people, as you may 
have noticed, are not a patient bunch. Ty was telling me how he was leaving a friend’s house to go somewhere, and his buddy was using one of 
those radio transmitters which you plug from your phone and then it plays your music over a radio frequency. He spent three or four minutes 
setting it all up. They started driving and thirty seconds later it started buffering. He yelled, “That’s it, I’m done!” He ripped the cord out of his 
phone, chucked it in the back seat, and turned on the radio. I’ve never had a radio station buffer on me. 
 
The Mix 
Here’s another problem; the music selection is sometimes hilarious. I’ve listened to the equivalent of Hot AC on Pandora. One time, I was 
listening to the selection thinking it’s not too bad, and then Journey’s “When The Lights Go Down In The City” came on. At that point, Chelsey 
asked, “What the heck is this?” I responded by telling her it’s a very famous song. She said that she knows the song, but she can’t figure out why 
it’s coming after Bruno Mars. I know you’ve heard that Pandora uses all of these complicated algorithms for their song selection. I’m telling you 
I’ve heard some pretty interesting mixes while listening. 
 
The Connection 
Let’s move on to the misconception that young people don’t care about local news, sports, and weather. I have had so many of my friends say 
how they have heard me do the weather forecasts during the summer. If they only used their phones to get the weather, do you think they’d stick 
around long enough to hear who is delivering it on radio? I’ve also had many people, especially athletes, listen every morning to our local sports 
to hear how other teams in their conference did the night before. Beyond that, our dad has shared with us that when he was our age, kids made 
their own mix tapes on cassette. The modern digital methods are just an update of kids wanting to exercise their independence and feeling of 
control; nothing new there except the technology used to achieve it. He has also taught us that young people who do stray from radio come back 
when they start having kids and desire to be tuned back into the community in which they choose to live. 
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The Quality 
As for this crazy idea that young people with optimal hearing don’t care about audio quality, let me tell you that as I’ve walked around UW-
Madison as a student for the last three years, I’ve noticed something. When I was a freshman, everyone listened to their music with ear buds. 
Now, everyone listens with big head phones. Why is that? It’s not because big head phones keep their ears warm. It’s because the quality of the 
sound is better. Beats Headphones became hugely popular. The whole marketing campaign was based around Dr. Dre making the quality top 
notch. The point is that they successfully marketed these headphones to young people on the premise that the sound is superior. The only way 
you can successfully market a concept is if your target market is receptive. Young people responded in a big way shelling out big bucks for 
superior sound. Paying for good sounding headphones is one thing, paying for your music is another. 
 
The Thrill 
Take heart, every car I ride in with young people has all of the radio presets filled up. Radio is still the go-to choice for young people in their 
vehicles. Most aren’t going to plug in their i-pod and listen to the same songs over and over again. They enjoy the thrill of a DJ surprising them 
with the next song. Like humans from the dawn of time, they like the companionship and relatability factor a DJ brings to the experience. They 
want new songs. They aren’t going to pay for it online every time, nor do they want to pay the subscription for satellite radio. This is why illegally 
downloading music is so prevalent. Kids are very tech savvy and know how to do it. Most kids would rather whistle to themselves than pay for a 
download. When it comes to Pandora or Spotify, the music sounds thin, and they don’t have the patience for buffering. Even if they are in a spot 
where it doesn’t buffer, they aren’t excited about sucking all their data on streaming their music. It’s anything but free when you get socked with 
that huge charge from your cell provider when you go over the data limit. Radio, on the other hand, has never cost them one penny. 
 
Am I sticking my head in the sand like an ostrich just because my family owns sixteen radio stations? No. Am I glad the doom and 
gloom of the aforementioned seminars has served as an alert that radio faces new challenges? Kind of, but the amount of negativity and how it’s 
impacting our industry has been damaging to our collective psyche. The world is ever-changing and radio always needs to keep its antenna up 
and be prepared. What I am saying from the perspective of a college kid is that radio is incredibly popular. If radio was invented today, people 
would think it is the coolest thing ever. Our industry needs to promote the positives, combat the negatives and most of all have confidence 
because young people are still fans of terrestrial radio. 
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